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The learned Judge in the principal case suggests that the district 
attorney might have named the property stolen as being the bottles 
or other vessels in which the liquor was contained. It is interesting 
to note that at common law a corpse could not be stolen,26 but that 
larceny could be committed in respect of the shroud,27 or of the 
Coffin ;28 and also that dogs were not the subject of larceny,29 
although there seems to have been no objection to an indictment for 
stealing the collar of the dog. Are we in this day to be driven to, a 
similar subterfuge? Such action would seem possible under the 
present wording of Section 25 of the Volstead Act. 

R. W. T. 

26 Corven's Case, Trinity Term, I2 Co. Rep. I05, note C (Eng. I6I2); 2 
B1. Com. 429. 

27 Haynes's Case, Leicester Assizes, I2 Co. Rep. II3 (Eng. I577). 
2 East P. C. 652 (Eng.). 

29 Findlay v. Bear, 8 S. & R. g7I (Pa. i822); State v. Lymus, 26 Ohio 400 
(I875)0. 

IMPOSSIBILITY OF PERFORMANCE AS A DEFENSE FOR BREACH 
OF CONTRACT IN PENNSYLVANIA.-In following the rule laid down 
in the famous case of Paradine v. Jane,' many courts both in 
England and America arrived at some absurd results.2 The influ- 
ence of this decision is unquestionably evident in a few of the Penn- 
sylvania cases, but, on the whole, it has not been allowed to lead the 
courts to conclusions, inconsonant with "the dictates of sound busi- 
ness and sound sense." 

In Pollard v. Schafer,3 the earliest case on the subject of im- 
possibility of performance before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, 
A. had covenanted, inter alia, to deliver up certain premises, after 
a term, in good repair. In an action by the covenantee, A. set up 
the defense that the British Army had taken possession, committed 
the waste complained of, and had continued in possession after the 
end of the term. It was held that A. was not liable for the non- 
performance of the agreement. Chief Justice M'Kean assigned 
three reasons for his conclusion :4 first, because a covenant to per- 
form despite an act of God or an enemy ought to, be special and 

1Alleyn 26 (Eng. I647). The rule contained therein has been stated to 
be, that where the law creates a duty or charge and the party is disabled to 
perform it without any default over, and hath no remedy over, there the law 
will excuse him; but when the party by his own contract creates a duty or 
charge upon himself, he is bound to make it good, if he may, notwithstanding 
any accident by inevitable necessity, because he might have provided against 
it by his contract. However, that the question of impossibility of perform- 
ance was not involved in that case, see I9I6 (F.) L. R. A. I5. 

'For a few of the outstanding ones, see 66 U. OF PA. LAW REV., 28 
(I9I7). 

a I Dallas 2IO (Pa. I787). 
4p. 2I5. 
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express, and so clear that no other meaning could be put upon it; 
secondly, the defendant had no consideration for this risk and it 
was not in the contemplation of either party; thirdly, because it is 
more just that the loss should be divided.5 This last statement was 
approved in the briefly reported case of Huling v. Craig," a few 
years later. 

To the early strict rule which was that in no case would im- 
possibility be regarded as an excuse for the non-performance of a 
contract, there grew up several exceptions. These "crept into the 
law, not as excuses, but under the cover of implied conditions." 7 

This statement is scarcely applicable to the Pennsylvania cases, since 
the exceptions here arose, for the most part, upon the clear grounds 
of common sense and the furtherance of justice. 

The exceptions, as now adopted in Pennsylvania, are, in general, 
those recognized universally. A defense is admitted where per- 
formance has been prevented by the death or sickness of one of the 
parties, by a new law forbidding the act contracted for, and by an 
accidental destruction of some thing essential to performance. In 
addition to these generally accepted views, the Pennsylvania courts 
have also allowed, as a defense, impossibility resulting from acts of 
the other party to the contract.8 

Under the first exception, namely, impossiblility because of the 
death or sickness of one of the parties, it is necessary to distinguish 
between contracts which are personal in nature and those which are 
not. In the former case, the promisor will be discharged upon death 
or sickness. Once the court finds that the parties intended the rela- 
tion to be a purely personal one, it will usually declare as a corollary, 
unless the contrary is expressly stipulated, that the parties did not 
intend to bind their executors or administratorsY But, on the other 
hand, "where a party agrees to do that which does not necessarily 
require him to perform in person, that which he may, by assignment 
of his contract or otherwise, employ others to do, we may fairly 
infer, unless otherwise expressed, that a mere personal relation was 
not contemplated." 10 

' By this he meant that the lessee should lose the temporary profits of the 
premises and the lessor should bear the loss done the permanent buildings. 

6Addison 342 (Pa. I797): "It must be impossibility, not difficulty, that 
will excuse from performance of a contract. If complete performance be- 
comes impossible from a cause not within the power of man to control, the 
loss ought perhaps to be divided." 

7 I5 Harv. L. Rev. 63, 64 (I9OI). 
'Seipel v. International Life Insurance Co., 84 Pa. 47 (I877); Gast v. 

Miller, 2 W. N. C. 361 (Pa. i876). 
'Blakely v. Sousa, I97 Pa. 305, 47 Atl. 289 (igoo); Carr v. Lowry's Ad- 

ministrators, 27 Pa. 257 (1856); Bland's Administrators v. Umstead, 23 Pa. 
317 (I854); Dickinson v. Calahan's Administrators, 19 Pa. 227 (I852). 

"0Billing's Appeal, io6 Pa. 558, 56o (I884). 
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The second exception provides for the defense of what may be 
called legal impossibility since, in most cases, performance is still 
possible if the promisor wishes to break the law."1 "The law never 
exacts performance of a contract where performance would involve 
violation of the law." 12 On the subject of injunctions and judicial 
orders which render performance legally impossible, the law is not 
so settled.'3 

As to the third exception, the attitude of the Pennsylvania 
courts may well be shown by a quotation from Orlady, Justice, in 
Dixon v. Breon:14 "In regard to such a contract each party must 
reasonably be expected to take into consideration the possibility of 
the demolition of the subject-matter of the contract without incor- 
porating any provision in regard to it in the writing." '5 A still 
more liberal view was taken in the case of Ward v. Vance,"' where 
A. was excused from his promise to furnish water through certain 
pipes, by virtue of the fact that a drought dried up th.e spring.'7 
However, it must be clear that the destruction renders performance 
of the contract impossible and not merely more difficult and ex- 
pensive.'8 In contracts for the sale of specific goods, a total destruc- 
tion will avoid the contract under the Sales Act.'" 

11 Illegality, as such, cannot be set up as a defense, because there was no 
defect in the original contract and no fault on the part of the plaintiff. 

" Monoca Borough v. Monoca Street Railway, 247 Pa. 242, 24/, 93 Atl. 
344 (I9I5). The true ground of this case, however, was that the duty was 
one not assumed by the company, but created by law. 

133 Williston, Contracts, Sec. i939 (Iwo). In Pennsylvania, where the 
injunction does not render the act contracted for ultra vires, the promisor can 
recover for work done before the granting of the injunction. Harlow v. Bor- 
ough of Beaver Falls, I88 Pa. 263, 4I Atl. 533 (i898). But where the promisor 
knew that he would have to rely on the co-operation of the municipality in 
order to do what he had promised, and he is prevented by injunction from 
performing, he cannot set this up as defense, for the reason that "he should 
have taken that into consideration when he made the contract." Bradley v. Mc- 
Hale, i9 Pa. Super. Ct. 300 (I902). 

1422 Pa. Super. Ct. 340, 347 (I903). In this case, the broad rule is laid 
down, that "where a contract is entered into of a continuing character or to 
be performed at a future time dependent upon the continued existence of a 
particular person or thing, or the continuing ability of the obligor to per- 
form, subsequent death, destruction or disability will excuse the obligor from 
compliance with the terms of the contract." 

' This does seem to be based on the idea of an implied condition, which 
is criticised in I5 Harv. L. Rev. 4I8 (09o). 

16 93 Pa. 499 (I880). 
17 "He did not agree to furnish water in case drought dried that spring." 

Trunkey, J. This statement would almost give unlimited sway to the doctrine 
of impossibility of performance as a good defense. 

Gillou v. Toudy, 5 W. N. C. 528 (Pa. I878). 
l Sec. 8 (I). See also Sec. 8 (2) for situation where goods are par- 

tially destroyed. 
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A number of cases have recently arisen calling upon the courts 
to decide whether impossibility of performnance due to the war is a 
good defense. In two recent Pennsylvania cases,20 it was sought to 
raise this question, but in both instances judgment was given for 
want of a sufficient affidavit of defense. The Court, speaking 
through Mr. Justice Simpson,2' said that the affidavits of defense, 
fairly interpreted, asserted nothing beyond mere difficulty of per- 
formance, whether impossibility of performance, was construed to 
mean absolute impossibility, or "commercial impracticability." It is 
well settled that the mere existence of a state of war, in the absence 
of a stipulation against liability, is no excuse for a breach of con- 
tract, regardless of the increase in expense or difficulty of perform- 
ance which it entails.22 Exceptions to this rule have been recognized 
in contracts of employment between masters of vessels and sea- 
men,23 and also where the owner of a ship, on the outbreak of war 
or when war appeared to be imminent, failed to proceed on a voy- 
age, fearing capture.24 But where it clearly appears that, because 
of war, the contract has become legally or physically impossible of 
performance, there is authority for saying-that this would be a good 
defense.25 Although there are no Pennsylvania cases on the subject, 
in the light of the other decisions on impossibility of performance 
and considering the reasoning of other courts which have allowed, 
as a defense, impossibility of performance due to war, it may safely 
be said that, if the affidavit of defense states with sufficient exacti- 
tude the conditions which are responsible for the impossibility and 
shows that these conditions are the proximate cause of the failure 
to perform and, finally, that the war was not in the contemplation of 
the parties at the time of contract, it will be a good defense in this 
jurisdiction. 

By a careful and chronological reading of the Pennsylvania 
cases dealing with supervening impossibility as an excuse for non- 
performance, it will be found that the following views have been 

'Comm. v. Neff et al., 27I Pa. 3I2, II4 Atl. 2267 (i92i) ; Comm. v. Bader, 
27I Pa. 308, II4 Atl. 266 (i92i). 

21pp. 3IO and 3I4. 
: Vellore S. S. Co. v. Steengrafe, 229 Fed. 394, 143 C. C. A. 5I4 (19I6); 

Richards v. Wreschner, i56 N. Y. S. I054 (9I15); see also Crawford v. Will- 
ing, 4 Dallas. 286 (Pa. I803). 

23The Epsom, 227 Fed. I58 (D. C. I9I5). 
24 The Kronprinzessin Cecille, 244 U. S. I2 (1917), reversing 238 Fed. 

668. The court there said, "The seeming absolute confinement to the words 
of an express contract indicated by the older cases like Paradine v. Jane has 
been mitigated so far as to exclude from the risks of contracts for conduct 
(other than the transfer of fungibles like money), some, at least, which, if 
they had been dealt with, it cannot be believed that the contractee would have 
demanded or the contractor would have assumed. .. 

2Metropolitan Water Board v. Dick, Kerr & Co. (I9I8) A. C. II9, i9i8 
C. Ann. Cas. 390 (Eng.); Tennants v. Wilson & Co. (I9I7) A. C. 495, I9I8 
A. Ann. Cas. i (Eng.). 
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taken. The earliest doctrine was an equitable one, that the def end- 
ant would be excused if performance was proved to be impossible 
unless it clearly appeared that he covenanted to perform regardless 
of acts of God or any other contingency.28 Then came a few cases 
-showing the influence of Paradine v. Jane-in which practically 
the converse was stated, that if a person by his own contract prom- 
ised to do something, he had to make good, notwithstanding impos- 
sibility, because he might have provided against it in his contract.27 
It was very probably the severity of this rule that caused the Penn- 
sylvania courts to announce the aforementioned exceptions. With 
the breaking down of the strict rule, the tide changed once again 
in ~~~~~~~~~~28 in favor of the equitable view. 

Courts in many jurisdictions and numerous writers have been 
attempting to formulate a general rule that will include both the 
rule of impossibility as a defense and all the established excep- 
tions.29 The Pennsylvania courts have rather wisely avoided this, 
being content to consider the circumstances of each case at it arises. 
It probably will become necessary before long, however, to establish 
some general boundary, in order that leniency shall not be too far 
extended. Perhaps the most equitable statement would be that, 
where the event which causes the impossibility is of such a character 
that it cannot be reasonably supposed to have been in the contempla- 
tion of the contracting parties when the contract was made, and if 
it had been contemplated, both the parties would have agreed that 
its introduction into the contract, as a condition terminating the 
obligation, was just, then upon itsi happening the resulting impos- 
sibility should be recognized as a proper defense. In the considera- 
tion of this subject, it would be well for the Pennsylvania and other 
courts to keep ever before them that widely quoted but highly 

' Huling v. Craig, supra; Pollard v. Schafer, supra. See also the dictum 
in Duncan v. Findlay, 6 S. & R. 235 (Pa. 1820). 

Hoy v. Holt, 9I Pa. 88 (I879). Although this case shows the strict 
doctrine, it does not deal altogether with impossibility of performance, as it 
is still possible to deliver up in good condition a mill destroyed by fire, merely 
a greater expense being required to do so. Cope v. Dodd, I3 Pa. 33 (I850): 
"Nor is the non-performance excused by inevitable accident or necessity, 
even though this proceed from the act of of God." Hand v. Baynes, 4 Whart. 
204 (Pa. I838), which on p. 214 practically quotes verbatim the rule from 
Paradine v. Jane. 

'Brown, Early & Co. v. Boom Co., io9 Pa. 57 (I885), where the 
court went so far as to recognize that the promisor, if his words were to 
be strictly interpreted, undertook an impossible task; Scully v. Kirkpatrick, 
79 Pa. 324 (1875), one of a long line of Pennsylvania cases in which the 
surety is discharged if the condition of a bond becomes impossible by the 
act of God. Lovering v. Buck Mt. Coal Co., 54 Pa. 29I (i867). (This case is 
referred to as standing for an equitable view in i5 Harv. L. Rev. 4I8.) 

29 I Col. L. Rev. 529, criticized in 66 U. OF PA. LAW REV. 28, 32, and in IS 
Harv. L. Rev. 4I8. 
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efficacious phrase from the opinion of the United States Supreme 
Court in Kronprinzessin Cecille,30 that "business contracts must be 
construed with business sense, as they naturally would be understood 
by intelligent men of affairs." 

E. G.H. 

a SuIpra. 

INFORMAL WILLS OF SOLDIERS AND MARINERS*. Dulce et 
decorum est pro patria mori.1 This ancient proverb doubtless has 
been a source of comfort and satisfaction to countless hosts of 
soldiers for many centuries. Since it has been felt, however, that 
death for one's country cannot be a source of unalloyed pleasure to 
the deceased, soldiers of many nations 2 have ever been the objects 
of peculiar indulgence in a number of ways-perhaps in no other 
so notably as in the matter of making their wills. Two thousand 
years ago Julius Caesar first freed his milites from the necessity of 
observing the strict forms of the Roman law of testaments.3 And 
from early days the English and American people in their statutes 
have extended to the defenders of the nation on land and sea similar 
testamentary privileges with respect to their personal property. 

Various reasons for the granting of this privilege have been 
suggested. In one of his military orders, the Emperor Trajan 
declared: "I have decided that the inexperience of my most excellent 
and faithful fellow-soldiers should be indulged so that, no matter 
how thy have executed their wills, their wishes should be respected." 
It has been said to be a special immunity "for honourable service 
and perilous exertion" by the "gallant but unlettered and endangered 
soldier." ' This is only one of many special favors extended to 
their soldiers and sailors by the Romans. They were moved, no 
doubt, not only by a sense of gratitude, but also, by the fact that the 
average soldier or sailor was necessarily unskilled in the mysteries 
of the law and during his term of service was generally unable to 
obtain expert advice (inops consilii)6. 

*This note was prepared after a study of the learned and thorough opin- 
ion of Gest, J., in Henninger's Estate, 30 Pa. Dist. Ct. 4I3 (I92I). 

'Horace, Odes and Epodes, Bk. III, Ode II. 
2 Only the testamentary privileges granted by the Roman Law and the 

Common and Statute Laws will be considered here. For a list of the 
authorities of European countries under the Civil law, see Drummond v. 
Parish, 3 Curt. 522 (Eng. I843). 

'Hunter, Roman Law, 3 ed. p. 77I (I897); Drummond v. Parish, supra. 
'See Henninger's Estate, 30 Pa. Dist. Ct. 4I3 (I921). 

'Browne, Civil Law, 2 ed., p. 29I (i802). 

a Ayliffe, Pandect of Roman Civil Law, Book III, Tit. XIV; In the 
Goods of Sarah Hale, Ir. R. 2 K. B. (I9I5) 362; Smith's Will, 6 Phila. I4 
(Pa. I865). 
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